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Tian Honghui, the child of Tian Changsheng, was also Tian Ling’ emergency room’s dad. 

Samuel was welcomed to rest at the major table during the birthday banquet. At that time, 

Tian Changsheng had actually particularly introduced Samuel to the Heavenly family 

members. 

Although Tian Honghui was very surprised at Samuel’s identity, after listening to Tian Ling’ 

er discussing Samuel, he had an approximation of the reason why Tian Changsheng would 

appreciate Samuel a lot. 

” Why would certainly he come to such a location? And also he simply gone by as if he really 

did not see me!” 

When Tian Honghui returned home, it was currently early the following morning that he 

found Tian Changsheng. 

” Papa, what type of individual Samuel is?” Tian Honghui asked Tian Changsheng. 

 

Just Recently, Tian Changsheng had been incredibly happy about the truth that he was 

Samuel’s disciple. But why would Tian Honghui unexpectedly inquire about Samuel? 

” Why are you instantly curious about Samuel?” Tian Changsheng asked. 

Tian Honghui hadn’t been involved in this issue to begin with, as well as he really did not 

have the right to do so either. 

 

Tian Changsheng didn’t ask regarding the business, his sons and also little girls really did 

not attempt to ask him what he was going to do. 

He had actually met Han Jun in an area like Golden Bridge City the night prior to. To Tian 

Honghui, he would definitely have mistaken Han Jun for Samuel. In Addition, Han Jun had 

additionally acted to not know him. This made Tian Honghui really feel that he was a little 

egotistic. 



” I seem like this youngster is a little bit conceited.” Tian Honghui stated. 

” A proud as well as conceited person? I assume he is rather modest.” Exactly how could a 

proud individual sustain for three years in the Sue family? 

During this duration of time, Samuel had the funding to be arrogant; he never ever revealed 

a pleased look. For that reason, Samuel was a low-key person in Tian Changsheng’s 

perception. 

” Last night, I met him in Golden Bridge City, passing by him. It was as if he didn’t identify 

me, if he had not been arrogant, what was he?” Tian Honghui stated. 

Tian Changsheng frowned. Why would certainly Samuel go to Golden Bridge City? 

Tian Honghui claimed, “Dad, I’m still young, yet you treat me like an old fool? Additionally, 

he’s hugging ladies from the left and right. Just how could I be wrong?” 

Tian Changsheng’s face darkened. “This person in fact has such a pastime.” 

Males needed to vent their desires, Golden Bridge City was not a good area. He additionally 

wanted to bring Tian Ling’ er as well as Samuel with each other. If Samuel was such a 

person, wouldn’t he push Tian Ling’ er right into the fire pit? 

” You’re not allowed to inform any individual else regarding this.” Tian Changsheng warned. 

Tian Honghui also really felt sorry for his child, and he also roughly presumed the ideas of 

Tian Changsheng. He stated, “Dad, Tian Ling’ er is still young, so there are some things you 

don’t require to stress around. 

Tian Changsheng blazed at him and claimed, “This is my dear granddaughter. Can I hurt 

her?”. 

Tian Honghui diminished his neck with a guilty conscience. He was the manager of the 

paradises in front of everybody, he was still just a boy in front of Tian Changsheng. 

” And you, I have actually currently informed you plenty of times that you ought to hardly 

ever go to places like Golden Bridge City. If others learn, they’ll just smear the Heavenly 

Family’s credibility.” Tian Chansheng claimed. 



Tian Honghui responded repeatedly, suggesting that he would not go again, and then ran 

away with the excuse that he still had things to do in the firm. 

After a while, Tian Ling’ emergency room appeared of the area with sleepy eyes. Her 

loosened pyjamas covered her best figure. She extended lazily as well as claimed to Tian 

Changsheng, “Grandpa, Samuel has vanished for a long period of time. Please ask him out 

for me.”. 

Tian Changsheng also intended to discover what kind of person Samuel was. If this guy was 

really a hidden jackal, he could not allow Tian Ling’ er remain to get in touch with Samuel. 

” Grandfather is without a doubt seeking him today, but you can not go.” said Tian 

Changsheng. 

” Why? Grandpa, aren’t you terrified that you will shed your beard?” Tian Ling’ er 

endangered. 

This time around, Tian Changsheng did disappoint any kind of indicator of concern. He 

claimed, “Pay attention to Grandfather, there will certainly be a lot of opportunities for you 

to meet in the future.”. 

Tian Ling’ emergency room knew that her grandpa must be major when he was so 

significant. Maybe something had occurred, so she dared not claim anything more. 

 


